Facebook Fan Page Engaging Builder Niche Automated Content
Creator Launched
Curtis Chosen Marketing has launched a new marketing tool called Fan Marketer,
which makes it easy to create Facebook fan pages and build a list of real, highly
engaging fans. This can be on any subject, and is fully automated.
Curtis Chosen Marketing has launched a new marketing tool called Fan Marketer, which makes it
easy to create Facebook fan pages and build a list of real, highly engaging fans. This can be on any
subject, and is fully automated.Honolulu, United States - April 14, 2017 /PressCable/ -A new marketing tool has been launched by Curtis Chosen Marketing, helping businesses and
individuals to set up Facebook fan pages with ease, and build a list of high engagement, real fans
for their pages. The tool allows people to set up pages on a fully automated basis, so once they're
familiar with it, they can establish their fan pages with ease and start getting engagement from fans
right away.
More information is available at: http://slides.com/curtischosen/fanmarketerreviewandbonus-4.
The site explains that Fan Marketer is a software program that lets people build a list of real fans on
any fan page they would like. This means they can create pages across a range of fields, related to
a number of different topics, and can build a list of fans for that topic easily and efficiently.
There is nothing to install or download, which means people can get going quickly. Using a fully
hosted SaaS app that can be set up in under two minutes, they can begin getting their fans in
moments.
The site gives examples of fan pages that have been created using this tool, and showcase the
benefits this can bring to users who want to create their own fan pages and start engaging with real
fans around the world as soon as possible.
In today's market, social media has become crucial to building and engaging with an audience.
Facebook is king where social media is concerned, with billions of users actively using the site, and
most of them making it the first thing they visit when they log into their computer or mobile device.
When Facebook users find a fan page for a topic they're interested in, they can like it, which gives
them an automatic stream of updates every time something is posted to the page. This means that
page owners can update and engage with real people as often as they like.
Facebook will allow users to tap into analytics to make the most of their fan pages, and the Fan
Marketer tool can help people to find the right content to post through keyword analysis to ensure
maximum engagement.
Full details can be found on the URL above.
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